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(57) A system architecture (or a high speed serial

bus compatible with the 1 394 standard is disclosed. A
transaction interface coordinates data packets received

from or sent to a 1394 bus. A kernel/scheduler/dispatch-

er is used to allocate memory resources, and start a va-

riety of tasks and services. The tasks and services vary

depending on protocols used in a transport layer and

application layer used in conjunction with the 1394 lay-

ers. The transaction interface uses information derived

from the data packets received to form message control

blocks, particular for each individual task, and places

the control blocks into the proper task queue. The trans-

action interface forms a dispatcher message control

block and places it into the scheduler/dispatcher queue

to initiate the task. If there are no other message control

blocks in the queue particular for the called task, the

called task is immediately started. Otherwise, the mes-

sage control block waits in the queue to eventually be

operated on.
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Description

[0001] This invention relates to communication between devices connected to a data communication system. More

specifically, this invention relates to a communication controller that receives data packets from a high-speed serial

5 bus and causes functions to be performed at nodes of the bus based on the contents of the data packets.

[0002] In general, there are two types of data buses: serial and parallel. A parallel bus is typically measured in

capacity and speed. Parallel bus width capacity is measured in bytes and speed is usually measured in MHz or bytes/

second. For example, the popular Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus is a parallel bus 32 bits wide and

operating up to 33 MHz. At this frequency it can carry data at a rate of over 1 Gigabit per second (1 Gbps). A defining

io feature of a parallel bus is that all of the bits in its width are sent simultaneously, for instance, in the PCI bus, all 32

bits are sent at the same time during a cycle. This requires at least as many signal lines in the bus as its width, and

additional lines for addressing, power, and other signals. The PCI bus has nearly 50 signal lines. Signal lines are usually

embodied as traces on a printed circuit board or wires. The large number of signal lines in a parallel bus makes it

expensive to implement. Additionally, the number of devices on a PCI bus is limited and each device requires a card

is and an open corresponding card slot to plug into the bus.

[0003] A serial bus, conversely, transfers data one bit at a time. Although this reduces the number of lines needed

for the serial bus, it greatly extends the time needed to transmit data as compared to a parallel bus. For instance, if

operating at the same frequency, a serial bus transmits only one bit of data in the same time a PCI bus transmits 32

bits. An example of a serial bus is the Universal Serial Bus (USB). This bus contains 4 wires, and has a maximum data

so rate of 12 Megabits per second (Mbps). The tow number of wires makes a serial bus ideal for interconnecting devices

via a cable, as the cable can be manufactured inexpensively. However, because data intensive applications require a

high volume of data to be quickly moved, manufacturers have generally relied on parallel, rather than serial buses for

interconnecting data-intensive devices. Applications using such data-intensive devices include video and audio repro-

duction, and high-speed storage mechanisms such as hard disk drives, among others.

25 [0004] Until now, designers of systems that move data over a bus had to choose between the fast and expensive

parallel bus, or the slow and inexpensive serial bus. Recently, specifications for a high-speed serial bus were adopted

by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. The specification, IEEE 1 394-1 995, is known as "FireWire", or

simply, 1 394. The 1 394 specification includes standards for data transfer rates of up to 400 Mbps using only 2 pairs

of data wires and 1 pair of wires for power. This data rate is fast enough to accommodate the data intensive needs of

30 video, audio and high speed storage. Future needs will be met by another proposed 1 394 standard having a data rate

over 1 Gbps. Therefore, by using a 1394 standard bus, data intensive tasks can be inexpensively implemented on a

serial bus without the drawbacks of using a parallel bus.

[0005] The 1 394 bus uses a peer-to-peer architecture. Physical and logical nodes attach to the 1 394 bus by means

of a six-conductor cable. Up to 63 nodes can be connected on each- independent bus bridge, and 1,023 bridges are

35 allowed in the system, for a total of over 65,000 devices on one 1394 system. It is likely that a 1394-to-PCI interface,

possibly using the Open Host Controller Interface (OHCI) standard, will be used when using a 1394 bus in a computer.

However, strictly speaking, the 1394 bus can operate independently from a computer by coupling related devices

together via the connection cable. In addition to a cable specification, a backplane specification is provided for the

1394 bus. The backplane specification will most likely be used for a bus within a computer or some other wholly-

40 contained system. The communication controller described herein operates in either the cable or backplane environ-

ment.

[0006] The 1 394 standard specifies three "layers," physical, link, and transaction. The physical layer transmits elec-

trical signals along the serial bus, arbitrates the bus by ensuring that only one node is sending data at a time, and

translates electrical signals sensed from the bus into data signals for the link layer. The link layer assembles the data

45 signals retrieved from the bus into data packets, and provides services such as addressing, data checking, and gen-

erating a "cycle" signal used for timing and synchronization. The transaction layer accepts the data packets from the

link layer and includes bus transactions required to support a command and status register (CSR) architecture, including

read, write, and lock. Several other buses use the CSR standard and specifying that 1 394 must also conform to the

CSR standard makes it easy to adapt or connect a 1394 bus to these other buses. Generally, the physical and link

so layers, as well as a limited number of transaction functions appear in hardware. The remainder of the transaction layer

functions are performed in software.

[0007] To be useful, additional communication layers must communicate with and operate above the 1394 layers.

For instance, directly above the transaction layer is a transport layer, using for example, Serial Bus Protocol-2 (SBP-

2) or Functional Control Protocol (FCP). These standards define a protocol for the transport of commands and data

ss over high performance serial buses. Additionally, above the transport layer is an application layer using such protocol

standards as Reduced Block Commands (RBC), Printer Working Group (PWG), or Internet Protocol (IP). The interac-

tion of these layers with each other and with the layers of the 1394 specification are further described herein.

[0008] It is thus desirable to have a communication controller that performs all of the duties outlined in the 1394
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specification in an expedient manner. It is also desirable (or the communication controller to be easily scaleable to

include new services and tasks. It is also an advantage to develop a communication controller architecture that can

be easily modified for a variety of roles and functions.

[0009] In a data communication system, for instance a 1 394 bus system, a transaction interface operates at a logical

s node on the bus. As packets are sent along the bus directed towards the specific node on which the transaction interface

sits, the transaction interface decodes the packet contents into control blocks for further operation. The further operation

can include execution by an application also operating at the local node. Additionally, the application may require data

to be transmitted to another node on the bus. In this case, the application communicates with the transaction interface

via message control blocks, which are then converted into data signals and placed on the bus to be received at the

io destination node.

[0010] In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a communication controller is provided including a

transaction interface structured to accept data packets from the bus and perform actions responsive to data contained

within the data packets. Also, a dispatcher is included that is structured to receive information provided to it and issue

start commands responsive to the information received. Additionally included are a plurality ot separate, independent

is tasks that each perform a specialized function responsive to data provided to it. Each task is scheduled to execute

when data is provided to it by the transaction interface or any of the other tasks. Each task is structured to execute

until it has exhausted all of the data provided to it. Each task is executed after the dispatcher issues a start command

for that task, the start command issued by the dispatcher only when the dispatcher receives an indication from the

transaction interface or the task that provided data to the task that the particular task is not presently executing. Finally.

20 each task is structured to operate concurrently with and independently from all of the other tasks.

[0011] In another aspect of the present invention, a method of communicating over a serial bus is provided. This

method includes receiving packets of information from the serial bus at a transaction interface, decoding the packets

and analyzing the information received to determine if a service or a task should be called. If a service or task should

called, data is formatted to be placed into a queue associated with one of a plurality of services or tasks, and the data

25 so placed. The service or task is started if no data was already present in the respective queue of the service or task

being called. The data is removed from the queue when it is no longer being operated upon by the service or task.

Additionally, the task or service then continues operating until all data is removed from the queue.

[0012] Some embodiments of the invention will now be described by way of example and with reference to the

accompanying drawings in which:

30 [0013] Figure 1 is a diagram showing a possible 1394 bus configuration.

[0014] Figure 2 is a diagram showing layers of the 1 394 standard as well as layers that interact with the layers of

the 1 394 standard.

[0015] Figure 3 is a diagram showing services and tasks according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0016] Figure 4 is a chart showing a message control block structure.

35 [001 7] Figure 5 is a diagram showing services and tasks according to another embodiment of the present invention.

[0018] Figure 6 is a chart showing applications and protocols that can be used with a 1 394 bus.

[0019] Figure 1 shows one method of implementing a 1394 bus architecture. A bus 100 is subdivided into three local

buses, A, B, and C. Both the local bus A and local bus C use a bus bridge 110 to connect to the local bus B. Devices

sit as nodes on the local buses. A layer structure 2, described below, is contained within all of the nodes on the bus.

40 The devices can be any device used to generate, accept, or transmit data, such as a first hard disk drive 1 20, a second

hard disk drive 1 22, or a printer 1 24. Each local bus can have a maximum of 63 nodes, however, by using bus bridges,

a 1394 bus system can have over 65,000 nodes. Typically data traffic is limited to a local bus so that, for example,

devices on the local bus C cannot see data passed on local bus A. This increases bandwidth of the bus system by

only passing data on a local bus that is directed to that local bus. The bus bridge 110 monitors bus traffic on the local

45 bus to which it is attached looking for data intended for a node on another local bus. If such data is sensed, the bus

bridge 110 forwards the data to the desired bus. Therefore, the printer 124 on the local bus A can receive data from

either the hard disk drive 1 20 (on local bus A) or from the hard disk drive 1 22 through the local bus bridge 110 (on local

bus B). Additionally, the bus bridge 110 could couple the 1394 bus to a bus typically used in a computer, such as a

PCI bus (not shown).

so [0020] Figure 2 shows a general overview of the layer structure 2 of 1394, including serial bus management. This

layer structure appears in every node attached to a local 1 394 bus. The layer structure 2 includes a transaction layer

10, a link layer 20, a physical layer 30, and serial bus management 40. In conjunction with the 1394 layers, a transport

layer 80 and an application layer 90 are also used, as described above. Communication between the layers 10, 20,

30 and serial bus management 40 as well as with the layers 80 and 90 is through bi-directional inter-layer communi-

55 cation 50, which can include more than one communication path. Communication 50 need not be a data bus, but may

be any of a number of communication methods, such as signal wires, shared memory resources, or other means. As

shown in Figure 2, the transaction layer 10 directly communicates with the link layer 20, a bus manager 55 and passes

isochronous signals to an isochronous resource manager 65 contained within the serial bus management 40.
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[0021] Layers in a communication system, such as the 1394 bus are situated to work independent from but in con-

junction with layers around them. Generally, the farther a layer is from the hardware.'such as the data wires of a 1 394

bus. the higher order it is. Higher order layers can perform higher order functions. For instance, the transaction layer

10 of the 1 394 specification performs only read, write and lock functions. A transport layer 80 communicates with the

s transaction layer 10 and has higher order commands. The particular transport layer standard used determines its

commands. For examples, in the SBP-2 transport layer, commands such as tog in, reconnect, and set password, for

example, are available. Above the transport layer 80 is an application layer 90, that uses protocols such as RBC, PWG,

or IP. The application layer 90 works in conjunction with software to perform the desired application.

[0022] The 1 394 specification includes two basic data transfer services, isochronous data transfer and asynchronous

w data transfer. The isochronous data transfer specification provides for packets to be sent along the high-speed serial

bus at regular intervals. Typically the isochronous data transfer services are used tor large volumes of data carried

between a data generator and a data receiver, for example, a digital video camera and multimedia electronics, such

as a video display, or video editor. Isochronous data transfer communicates directly with the link layer 20 and bypasses

the transaction layer 1 0. The transaction layer is only used for asynchronous data transfer. The majority of the bandwidth

'5 within the 1394 specification is reserved for isochronous data transfer, with twenty percent of the bandwidth being for

asynchronous data transfer.

[0023] A node controller 75 is connected directly to the link and physical layers. The bus manager 55, the isochronous

resource manager 65 and node controller 75 are each driven according to the CSR standard, IEEE 1212-1 991
.
Other

types of buses also utilize this CSR standard, expanding the connectivity of a 1394 bus. The CSRs are located within

20 the serial bus management 40 and are represented as a management CSR 57, an isochronous CSR 67, and standard

CSR 77.

[0024] The layer structure 2 including serial bus management 40 resides in each node along the bus. However, only

one bus manager 55 and one isochronous resource manager 65 on the local bus is active. These managers exercise

management responsibilities over the entire local bus. Since each local bus only needs (and may only have) one bus

ss manager 55 and one isochronous resource manager 65, the other nodes disable their respective bus manager and

isochronous resource managers. The node controller 75 is active for all operative nodes.

[0025] As stated above, the link layer 20 and physical layer 30 are generally embodied in hardware, for example, a

chip available from Silicon System Design, Inc., or also available from Texas Instruments, Inc. The transaction layer

10, transport layer 80, application layer 90, and other functions of the transport interface will generally be implemented

30 in software form, i.e., a software program executed once it is loaded into memory. In a preferred embodiment, the

layers and functions are stored in firmware, e.g., codes programmed into a programmable storage device, such as a

Read Only Memory (ROM), a Programmable Logic Array (PLA) or Disk Drive overlay. Further, the layers and functions

could be programmed into an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), by a method well known in the art. Gen-

erally, a collection of operations, such as those listed above operates faster in hardware rather than software, however,

35 a software program is easier to change, correct, and update. The preferred embodiment of firmware combines advan-

tages of both hardware and software.

[0026] Figure 3 shows an embodiment of the present invention. A communication controller 200 appears in each

node on the bus, such as in the Hard Disk Drives 120, 122 or in the Printer 124 shown in Figure 1. The Transaction

Interface 210 embodies some of the components shown in Figure 2. With reference to the components shown in Figure

40 3, a chip embodying Transaction Hardware 205 could be the previously mentioned chips by Silicon System Design or

Texas Instruments. The Transaction Interface 210 implements the 1 394 transaction layer. The Serial Bus Management

Task 235 implements bus management functions, such as reset or power on reset. The remainder of the representations

shown on Figure 3 implement functions andcommands determined by the transport layer, such as SBP-2, in conjunction

with the application layer, such as RBC.
45 [0027] With the exception of the Transaction Hardware 205, representations in Figure 3 can be divided into two

classifications, services and tasks. A task can call other tasks or services. A service can only respond when called by

a task, and when complete, returns to the calling task. The Transaction Interface 210 is a service, along with a Kernel/

Scheduler/Dispatcher 220. The remainder of the representations shown in Figure 3 are tasks, as described below.

[0028] The Transaction Hardware 205 monitors the 1 394 bus and converts electrical signals sensed from the bus

so into data packets. The Transaction Interface 210 decodes the data packets received from the Transaction Hardware

205. These data packets are analyzed to determine if a task or service should be called, or if no action is required. If

a task or service needs to be called, the Transaction Interface 210 generates a message control block (MCB) based

on the contents of the data packet and calls the desired task or service. Message control blocks are used for all inter-

task or service communication and are further described below.

55 [0029] The smallest unit of data that the Transaction Interlace 210 can operate upon is one data packet. A data

packet is a group of data. At its lowest element, a digital datum is either a I or 0. Each individual piece of datum is

called a bit. A collection of 8 bits is termed a byte, and a collection of 4 bytes (32 bits) is termed a quadlet. An asyn-

chronous packet must be at least 4 quadlets, or 128 bits long. The first 128 bits are called a packet header. An asyn-
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is

chronous packet may also include a data block. The size of the data block varies but is limited to an absolute maximum
based on the speed at which the 1394 bus is operating. The 1394 bus includes specifications to operate at 98.304

Mbps, 196.608 Mbps, or 393.216 Mbps. These speeds are often rounded to, respectively 100, 200, and 400 Mbps,

and are labeled S100, S200, and S400. When operating at the S100 speed, the maximum block size is 512 bytes (or

128 quadlets). When operating at S200 and S400, the maximum block size is 1024 bytes and 2048 bytes, respectively.

When higher bus speed standards are approved, presumably maximum block size will increase as well.

[0030] The Transaction Interface 210 receives data from and transmits data to the 1 394 bus. Concerning the trans-

action layer 10 of Figure 2, there are three main functions that are sent in packets along the bus and processed by the

Transaction Interface 210. These are read, write, and lock functions. For each of these functions, there are two main

operations, request and response. A request is asking that a read, write or lock take place, and a response indicates

that the read, write or lock was attempted, and includes a result.

[0031] Packets destined for the target node on which the Transaction Interface 210 sits are placed on the 1 394 bus

by an initiator. Packets routed to that particular node address are received at a receive bay in the Transaction Hardware

205 and an interrupt is generated to the Transaction Interface 210. Once the Transaction Interface 210 has completed

its current task, an interrupt service routine is entered. In one embodiment, the seven types of packets that cause the

interrupt are identified by a 4-bit transaction code contained in the packet header. The transaction codes for this em-

bodiment of the invention are defined as follows:

Transaction Code Meaning

0 Write request for data quadlet

1 Write request for data block

2 Write response

4 Read request for data quadlet

5 Read request for data block

6 Read response for data quadlet

7 Read response for data block

B Lock response

35

45

[0032] As described above, a quadlet is 4 bytes and a block is either 512, 1024, or 2048 bytes, depending on the

speed at which the bus is operating. A write request for a data block is asking that a data block be written to a specified

destination memory address at a particular node. A write request for a data quadlet is identical to a write request for

a data block, however, the amount of data written to the specified destination address fits within one data quadlet. A

read request for a data block and read request for a data quadlet are requests to retrieve data from the specified

destination memory address at the specified node.

[0033] Write and read requests are responded to by sending responses, including both read and write responses

for both data quadlets and data blocks. A read response for a data quadlet is sent in reply to a read request ror a data

quadlet, with the data requested passed back within the packet header. A read response for a data block is similar to

a read response for a data quadlet, however, much more data is passed back. If for some reason the read request

could not be performed, no data is sent back, but an error status may be sent to the requesting node. Write responses

are sent in reply to a write request for either a data quadlet or a data block. The responses send back a response code

indicating whether the write was successful, and if not, relays the specific reason why it failed. In the write response,

the packet header includes this response code.

[0034] Lock requests and responses work in the same way, except that only an address, rather than actual data

need be sent.

[0035] With reference to Figure 3, the Transaction Interface 21 0 and Kernel/Scheduler/Dispatcher 220 will be present

for all embodiments of the invention. Additionally, one or more tasks will be present, depending on which protocol is

used for the transport layer 80 and the application layer 90 shown on Figure 2. In the embodiment shown in Figure 3,

seven tasks are shown. These tasks are structured to perform functions required when using the SBP-2 protocol for

the transport layer 80. The invention is thus scaleable to accommodate any protocol used. For example, the embodi-

ment shown in Figure 5 shows tasks optimized for the FCP. Thus, one or more tasks can be used to implement any

protocol desired.

[0036] Referring back to Figure 3, the seven tasks shown enable the invention to work with the SBP-2 protocol. The

Transaction Interface 210 takes different action depending on the transaction code received. For instance, when a

write request for a data quadlet or a data block, or a read request for a data quadlet or a data block is received by the

Transaction Interface 210, the Transaction Interface performs an ordered set of operations involving calling one or

more tasks.
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[0037] Services and tasks shown in Figure 3 communicate with one another through message control blocks (MCB)

placed in queues related to the called services and tasks. Each task shown in Figure 3 has at least one respective

associated queue. Information transferred between tasks is only via MCBs. Each specific task has its own type of

control block including data specifically needed by that task to operate. Shown in Figure 3 are seven tasks, a Command
s ORB Execution Task 245 which uses a command message control (CMC) block, a Fetch Management Task 21 5. which

uses a fetch management message control (FMC) block, an ORB Fetch Task 255, which uses an ORB fetch message

control (OMC) block, an Unsolicited Status Task 265 which uses an unsolicited status message control (UMC) block,

a Management Agent Task 225 which uses a management agent message control (MMC) block, a Serial Bus Man-

agement Task which uses a Serial Bus Message Control (SMC) block, and an Application Task 275 that uses an

io application message control (AMC) block. The services also have MCB's specifically for them. The Dispatcher 220

uses dispatch message control (DMC) blocks and the Transaction Interface 210 uses transaction message control

(TMC) blocks. In addition, each task and service has at least one queue into which the respective MCB is placed. For

instance, the Management Agent Task 225 has a management agent task queue structured to receive MMC blocks.

Nothing in the architecture limits the association of tasks and queues. For instance, one task may have multiple queues

»s or one queue may be associated with multiple tasks. Any degree of association between tasks and queues is possible.

[0038] As an example of one type of MCB, Figure 4 shows a management agent message control (MMC) block.

Since every MCB is different, there is no such thing as a standard message control block, however, the MMC block is

representative of the types of data contained in MCB's. When a task wants to schedule the Management Agent Task

225, the calling task builds an MMC block and places it into an MMC queue. An MMC block 300, shown in Figure 4,

so includes 44 bytes of data. Each byte is numbered along the left-hand side for reference and a byte offset numbered

0-1 5 indicates the individual bits making up the two bytes of each line. Data useful to the task is placed in the MCB as

described in Figure 4. For instance, the speed at which the bus is operating occupies bits 8, 9, and 10 (having an offset

of 7, 8, and 9) of the first two bytes of the MMC block. An address for a management operation request block (ORB)

is 6 bytes long and includes bytes 4-9. This data is necessary and used by the Management Agent Task 225 during

ss operations.

[0039] To call a task or service from another task, several steps are taken. First, an MCB is created for the particular

task or service to be called. Then the MCB is placed into the queue associated with that particular task or service and

a return code is sent back to the originating task. Then the originating task checks the return code. If the return code

indicates that the MCB is not at the top of the queue, this means that the task is currently running and the originating

30 task does nothing more. No action is taken because once started, a task operates on all of the MCB's in its queue until

the queue is empty. Thus, the MCB recently placed in the task's queue will eventually be operated on, when it ascends

to the top of the queue. If, however, the return code indicates that the MCB just placed into the task queue is already

at the top of the queue, i.e., there are no other MCB's in that task queue, this tells the originating task that the called

task is not already running and must be started.

35 [0040] To start a task, the originating task creates a dispatch message control (DMC) block for the Dispatcher 220.

The DMC block indicates which task is to be started and what priority is to be given to the DMC block. The Dispatcher

220 includes a related queue that is continuously checked for entries. As entries are received by the Scheduler 220

to start the desired tasks, they are placed into the dispatcher queue according to priority, with the highest priority being

placed highest in the queue. As with all of the queues, the dispatcher or task will not be interrupted from operating on

•*o its current MCB, even when an MCB having higher priority is placed in its queue. Instead, the Scheduler 220 orders

DMC blocks based on priority of the new block and the blocks currently pending in the DMC queue, but not the DMC
block currently being operated on. When the DMC block reaches the top of the DMC queue, the Dispatcher 220 looks

in the DMC block to see which task or service is to be called, and then informs the called task that there is an MCB
sitting in its own queue waiting to be operated on. That initiates the called task to begin operation. So, in order for one

*s task to schedule another task or service to operate, either one or two MCBs must be created. First, an MCB is created

specifically for the called task and placed in its associated queue. A return code is then checked by the originating

task. If the return code indicates the MCB was placed in the queue but not at the top of the queue, the initiating task

does nothing more because the called task is already running and will operate on the MCB when it moves to the head

of the queue. If, however, the return code indicates that the MCB was placed at the top of the queue for the called task

so or service, a DMC block is generated by the originating task that indicates which task or service is to be called, and

what priority is to be given the DMC block. The Scheduler 220 then places the DMC block in the appropriate location

in the DMC queue, ordered by priority. When the DMC block reaches the top of the DMC queue, the called task or

service is alerted that there is an MCB in its queue and to begin operation. The called task or service then begins,

returns the DMC block to a free message blocks pool, and then operates on the MCB at the top of its own queue.

ss [0041] A common pool of resources exists for all MCBs. The message block pool is managed by the Kernel 220.

The pool consists of a finite memory space from which MCBs can be created. As more MCBs are created, the amount

of memory space left in the pool decreases. When no memory space remains in the free blocks pool, no more MCBs
can be generated until more resources are supplied. Resources are supplied by returning MCBs back to the pool after

6
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they have been operated on and are no longer needed, i.e., when they are removed from the queue. When a task or

service is finished using an MCB previously in its queue, it calls the Kernel 220 requesting that the MCB be placed

back in the free blocks pool. It then moves the next free MCB to the top of its queue. Additionally, if a DMC block is

necessary to start the task or service, the called task or service immediately returns the DMC block to the free memory

s blocks pool before operating its own MCB. The size of the free memory blocks pool is determined by the amount of

memory available, and is fixed before any MCBs are allocated.

[0042] In addition to managing the dispatch queue and managing the free message blocks pool, the Kernel/Sched-

uler/Dispatcher 220 also performs other functions in 1394 bus transactions. The Kernel 220 initializes the data struc-

tures, timers, and interrupt vectors. All tasks that are timed require a timer. The Kernel 220 provides such timer man-

10 agement services as starting, stopping, restarting, checking, deleting and providing an interrupt based on the timers.

The timers are allocated when requested by a task through a call to the Kernel services. Each timer currently active

is adjusted every clock cycle. In one embodiment, a timer is initialized with a given number, which is decremented each

clock cycle. When the timer value reaches zero, a notification is sent to the task associated with that timer.

[0043] As stated above, the particular tasks chosen to work with the Transaction Interface 210 and the KerneUSched-

is uler/Dispatcher 220 depend on the transport layer 80 used in the particular system. In the embodiment shown in Figure

3, the tasks have been selected to operate with the SBP-2 protocol for the transport layer. When other transport layer

protocols are used, other tasks may be present or some of the tasks shown in Figure 3 may not be present. In this

way, the Communication Controller 200 is extremely flexible and scaleable. allowing for as much customization as is

desired.

20 [0044] As shown in the embodiment shown in Figure 3, the Command ORB Execution Task 245 operates on data

and status transactions between the Application Task 275 and an initiator, typically located at a different node. In

operation, the initiator will send data to or receive data from the Application Task 275. The Command ORB Execution

Task 245 is the principle throughway for the data and status messages between them. The Fetch Management Task

215 ensures that an operation received at a particular node was intended for that node. If the operation is at the correct

25 node, the Fetch Management Task 21 5 updates a variable used to indicate a current state of an agent. The ORB Fetch

Task 255 receives several ORBs containing commands from an initiator, and passes them to the Application Task 275

to execute. The Unsolicited Status Task 265 sends a status message to the initiator when requested by one of the

other tasks. The Management Agent Task 225 performs management-type functions requested by the initiator, including

access requests, logging in, setting passwords, etc. The Serial Bus Management task 235 functions as an interface

30 between the serial bus management 40 and the Application Task 275 for the same nodes. Finally, the Application Task

275 operates to execute upper protocol commands found in the Application Layer 90 of Figure 1 The Application Task

275 is the ultimate origination or destination of the majority of data transferred along the 1394 bus.

[0045] Turning now to some of the specific instances of the tasks shown in Figure 3, the Management Agent Task

225 responds to management type requests from an initiator. In response to a management agent CSR write sent by

35 the initiator node, the Management Agent Task 225 fetches a management ORB from the initiator and then executes

the ORB function. Examples of ORB functions include login, set password, reconnect, and terminate task. If the Man-

agement Agent Task 225 must communicate back to the initiator, it uses the transmitting portion of the Transaction

Interface 210.

[0046] The Transaction Interface 210, in addition to receiving packets destined for the local node as described above,

to also prepares packets destined for other nodes. Once prepared, the Transaction Interface 210 transfers the packets

to the link layer 20 where they are synchronized and sent to the physical layer 10 for conversion to electrical signals

to be placed on the bus. Depending on the type and amount of data to be sent from the Transaction Interface 210, a

transmit bay, payload data transmit bay, and/or a Direct Memory Address (DMA) channel may be used. If the amount

of data to be sent from the Transaction Interface 210 is large, it may be broken up into several packets to be placed

*5 on the bus. Each packet is prepared and then sent along the bus.

[0047] Tasks desiring to send data to a node other than the one that they are on send the data through a transmitting

portion of the Transaction Interface 210. The Transaction Interface 210 includes at least two queues to hold TMC
blocks, one for time critical transactions and one for non-time critical transactions. Data to be sent along the bus are

packaged into TMC blocks and placed into the time-critical or non-time critical queue as desired. The non-time critical

so TMC queue is used for data block transfer requests, whereas the time critical TMC queue is used for transactions that

must be split into subactions. It may take multiple transactions to complete a non-time critical TMC block request. Once

the transactions are complete, the Transaction Interface 210 sends notice to the task that is sending the data that the

task is complete.

[0048] Each transaction that is initiated by the Transaction Interface 210 has a software timer associated with it.

ss These software timer services are provided by the Kernel 220 as previously discussed. A retry count field of the TMC
block is incremented il the data transmission is unsuccessful. As long as the retry count is below the programmable

maximum number of retries, the Transaction Interface 210 will attempt to send the data again. If the maximum retry

count has been exceeded, a status message is sent back to the calling task informing it of the failure. At the completion
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of a transaction, i.e., the Transaction Interface 210 received an acknowledgment trom the node to which the data is

being sent, the Transaction Interface 210 schedules a transaction completion status or other response data to return

to the calling task. The data is placed into a DMC block and sent through the Dispatcher 220 to the calling task.

[0049] Returning to the Management Agent Task 225, after the task sends the data to the initiator, the task then

s becomes suspended pending notification from the Transaction Interface 210. When the Transaction Interface 210

completes the data transaction with the initiator, the transaction interface wakes up the Management Agent Task 225

by making a system call to the Scheduler 220. The Management Agent Task 225 then continues its execution of the

management ORB for that task. Once complete, the Management Agent Task 225 discards the MMC block from the

top of its queue, calls the kernel to return the MMC block to the free memory block pool, and begins operation on the

io next MMC block in its queue, if any. If the management ORB contains a login command, the Management Agent Task

225 creates an OMC block and a login descriptor list. The OMC block and login descriptor list are removed after the

initiator logs out.

[0050] The Application Task 275 represents the application that would be operating at one of the nodes on the 1 394

bus, for instance, high speed printers, high speed storage, or audio visual applications. Applications communicate via

'5 their native protocols using specific application protocols, such as Reduced Block Commands (RBC) for hard disk

drives, Printer Working Group (PWG) for printers, or Internet Protocol (IP) for networks. Several applications can op-

erate at one time on any given node. Each application decodes, validates, and executes commands delivered to it.

Each separate application has a separate queue, identified by a number based on how many applications are running.

[0051] The ORB fetch task 255 functions to retrieve multiple command ORBs from one initiator at a time, passing

zo the encapsulated commands to the Application Task 275 for execution. For every new fetch, a system call is made to

determine the AMC block address requesting the fetch. This block address is then saved in the OMC block correspond-

ing to the initiating task. The ORB address is retrieved from the OMC block. Then, the Transaction Interface 210 is

scheduled to read and return the command ORBs. If the data comes back without error, an AMC block is generated

and placed into the AMC queue, sending the retrieved data to the proper application task. Depending on how many
ss initiators are present, the ORB Fetch Task 255 may limit the total number of ORBs in each fetch in order to provide

fairness arbitration.

[0052] The Command ORB Execution Task 245 provides for data transfer requests and status delivery on behalf of

the Application Task 275. The Command ORB Execution Task 245 retrieves the command it is to execute from the

command message control (CMC) block that was placed in a CMC queue by the Transaction Interface 210. The Corn-

so mand ORB Execution Task 245 schedules the Transaction Interface 210 to send or retrieve the data or status as

directed. Once complete, the Transaction Interface 210 wakes up the Command ORB execution task 245, which then

notifies the particular Application Task 275 for which it is working, of the status of the ORB execution or provides the

requested data.

[0053] The Fetch Management Task 21 5 processes two special write requests. I n either case, the Fetch Management

35 Task 215 updates a field in an OMC block.

[0054] Finally, the Unsolicited Status Task 265 operates to send a status signal to initiators at another node, even if

not requested. This task would operate to notify the initiators that were logged in before resetting the node, for instance.

[0055] An example of the 1394 bus architecture in operation provides further understanding of the interoperation of

the services and tasks. An example utilizing several of the tasks is an act of logging into the host via a management

40 login ORB. This would occur, for example, when a printer is plugged into the 1 394 bus. With reference to Figure 3, the

login begins with an initiator on a non-local node. The initiator sends one or more data packets to. the Transaction

Interface 210 on the local node, where it is received and decoded by the hardware receiving bay. The Transaction

Interface 210 decodes a transaction code from the packet and decodes it to see that the initiating task requests data

to be written at a destination address found on the local node (logging in to the host). This particular operation is a

is write management agent operation and first uses the Management Agent Task 225.

[0056] The Transaction Interface 210 requests a free MMC block from the Kernel 220, initializes the MMC block with

data read from the received data packet, and queues it into the Management Agent Task 225 working queue. If a return

code sent back to the Transaction Interface 210 shows that this MMC block is currently at the top of the queue, the

Management Agent Task 225 is not currently operating and must be started. The Transaction Interface 210 builds a

so DMC block and calls the Dispatcher 220 to start the Management Agent Task 225. The Dispatcher 220 then notifies

the Management Agent Task 225 that it has an entry in its queue. The Management Agent Task 225 decodes the MMC
block in its queue and the operation contained within. The operation that was decoded tells the Management Agent

Task 225 that it must read the managementORB from the host. This includes transmitting from the Transaction Interface

210. A TMC block is created, initialized with the management ORB address and other parameters and queued in one

ss of the TMC queues. The Management Agent Task 225 updates a task state in the MMC block stating that it is waiting

for a management ORB fetch. If a return code indicates the TMC block is at the top of the queue, the Transaction

Interface 210 must be started through the Dispatcher 220. After it begins execution, the Transaction Interface 210

decodes the TMC block to see it must schedule a transmission. It is scheduled and executes.

8
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[0057] The Transaction Interface 210 receives the management ORB from the initiator. The Transaction Interface

210 then calls the Management Agent Task 225 with the login command. The Management Agent Task 225 attempts

to login for the initiator. If all login criteria are met, the Management Agent Task 225 requests a new OMC block. The

OMC block is then initialized with pertinent data, and a login response is built. The login response is scheduled with

s the Transaction Interface 21 0 by queuing a TMC block to one of the TMC queues, telling the initiator that the login was

successful. Later, a status block is sent back to the initiator by queuing a TMC block into one the TMC queues. After

the status block is sent, the original MMC block is deallocated, returned to the free memory block pool, and the Man-

agement Agent Task 225 operates on the next highest MMC block in its queue. As one skilled in the art will appreciate,

any function for any protocol used as the transport layer 80 can be formed into tasks that the Transaction Interface

io 210 can call.

[0058] As a further example, Figure 5 shows an embodiment of the invention that is using Function Control Protocol

as its transport layer 80. Notice that the Transaction Hardware 205, Transaction Interface 210, and Kernel 220 have

the same function as the embodiment shown in Figure 3. Further, the Serial Bus Management Task 235 and Application

Task 275 are also similar to the embodiment shown in Figure 3. However, some tasks such as the Application/FCP

is Command Execution Task 295 will be created specifically for the protocol used, in this case FCP The CSR Management

Task 285 is an alternative method to include the CSR services, required to implement a 1 394 bus. In the embodiment

shown in Figure 3, these services are handled by the Serial Bus Management Task 235.

[0059] Some of the possible applications and protocols for use with a 1394 bus are shown in Figure 6. The 1394

bus, using the Communications Controller 200 as described herein, allows almost any type of peripheral device to be

so connected to one another. In Figure 6, the 1 394 bus is represented at the bottom of the figure and shows that it contains

both asynchronous and isochronous capabilities. The next layer above the 1 394 bus shows examples of the transport

layer 80 shown in Figure 2. Shown are SBP-2, FCP and SBP-2 common isochronous packet format. The next layer

above the transport layer 60 shows examples of the application layer 90, as shown in Figure 2. Shown are upper level

protocols, such as MMC-2 used for hard disk drives and digital video disk drives, PWG, a protocol for use with printers,

25 RBC, another protocol often used with hard disk drives, and an AV transaction set, used for consumer electronic

devices. Next, shown above the application layer 90, are the devices that use the protocols listed underneath them,

including printers, hard disc drives. DVD players, etc. Of course, other peripheral devices can use the 1 394 bus to their

advantage other than those listed here, and with different application or transport protocols. As stated above, this

expands the compatibility of the 1394 bus with other buses.

30 [0060] From the foregoing it will be appreciated that, although specific embodiments of the invention have been

described herein for purposes of illustration, various modifications may be made without deviating from the spirit and

scope of the invention. Accordingly, the invention is not limited except as by the appended claims.

[0061] In the above method, more than one service or task can be operating at the same time, at the same node,

and the services and tasks operate independently from each other. A set of tasks may be selected so that any transport

35 layer protocol requirements can be satisfied. The queue that accepts formatted data is associated with more than one

of the plurality of services or tasks.

Claims
40

1. On a node coupled to a serial bus, a communication controller comprising:

a transaction interface structured to accept data packets from the bus and perform actions responsive to data

contained within the data packets;

4S a dispatcher structured to receive information provided to it and issue start commands responsive to the in-

formation received;

a plurality of separate, independent tasks that each perform a specialized functiorTresponsive to data provided

to it, each task scheduled to execute when data is provided to it by the transaction interface or any of the other

tasks, each task structured to execute until it has exhausted all of the data provided to it, each task executed

so after the dispatcher issues a start command for that task, the start command issued by the dispatcher only

when the dispatcher receives an indication from the transaction interface or the task that provided data to the

task that the particular task is not presently executing, and each task structured to operate concurrently with

and independently from all of the other tasks.

ss 2. The controller of claim 1 further including at least one data holding queue associated with each task, the transaction

interface and the dispatcher, the queues structured to accept data from the transaction interface or any of the other

tasks when the task, transaction interface, or dispatcher is desired to be called by the transaction interface or the

any of the other tasks.
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3. The controller of claim 2 wherein the data accepted into the queue is a message control block structured to be

formatted with data particular to the respective queue's task, the dispatcher, or the transaction interface.

4. The controller of claim I wherein the tasks are structured to perform operations required by the SBP-2 protocol.

s

5. On a node coupled to a bus, a communication controller comprising:

a transaction interface having a transaction interface queue, the transaction interface structured to accept data

packets from the bus and perform actions responsive to data contained within the data packets;

io a dispatcher having a dispatcher queue, the dispatcher structured to accept information sent to the dispatcher

queue;

one or more tasks each having their own queue, each task structured to perform a specialized function re-

sponsive to data retrieved from their respective queue, each task scheduled to execute when data is placed

in its queue by the transaction interface or any of the other tasks, each task structured to remove data from

15 the top of its queue when the data is no longer being operated on, each task executed after the dispatcher

issues a start command for that task, the start command issued by the dispatcher only when the dispatcher

has data placed in its queue indicating that the particular task is not presently executing, and each task struc-

tured to operate concurrently with and independently from all of the other tasks.

so 6. The controller of claim 5 wherein the data placed into the queues is a message control block that is structured

particularly for the service or task that operates on it.

7. The controller of claim 2 or claim 6 wherein the dispatcher is called to issue a start command if one of the message

control blocks is placed in one of the task's queue and that message control block is at the top of the queue.

2S

8. The controller of claim 1 or claim 5 further including a kernel and wherein multiple tasks can operate at the same

time, wherein some of the operations may require one or more tasks to be suspended, and wherein the kernel or

the other tasks can utilize any time that would have been used by the suspended task or tasks.

30 9. The controller of claim 5 wherein the tasks are structured to perform operations required by the FCP/CMP protocol

according to the IEC 61883 standard.

10. The controller of claim 5 wherein tasks can be added, substituted, or deleted in order for the controller to be

structured to perform functions required by any transport layer protocol.

35

11. A method of communicating over a serial bus comprising, at a node on the serial bus:

receiving packets of information from the serial bus at a transaction interface;

decoding the packets and analyzing the information received to determine if a service or a task should be called;

40 if a service or task is to be called, formatting data to be placed into a queue associated with one of a plurality

of services or tasks;

placing the data into the respective queue of the service or task being called;

starting the service or task if no data was already present in the respective queue of the service or task being

called;

45

12. The method of claim 11 wherein data to be placed in the queues is in the form of message control blocks, each

message control block structured specifically to be operated on by only a particular one of the tasks or services.

13. The method of claiml 2 wherein formatting a message control block to be placed in one of the queues comprises:

so

requesting a free message control block from a kernel;

after the kernel provides a free message control block, transferring data specific to the task or service desired

to be called into the message control block; and

placing the message control block into the task's or service's respective queue;

ss

14. The method of claim 13 wherein starting the service or task comprises:

after placing the message control block into the task's or service's respective queue, sending a return code
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back to the task that placed the message control block in the queue;

inspecting the return code; and

it the return code indicates that the message control block was placed at the top ol a queue, calling a dispatcher

to start the task or service that is desired to be called.

s

1 5. An electronic readable medium whose contents allow an electronic device to communicate over a serial bus com-

prising, at a node on the serial bus the steps of:

receiving packets ol information from the bus at a receiving bay of a transaction interface;

w decoding the packets and analyzing the information received to determine if a task should be called;

if a task is to be called, formatting data to be placed into a queue associated with at least one of a plurality of

tasks and queuing the data into the respective queue of the task being called;

starting the task if the data was placed in the top of the respective queue of the task being called; and

continue operating by the task being called until all data is removed from the queue.

15

1 6. The electronic readable medium of claim 1 5 wherein more than one service or task can be operating simultaneously

and independently from each other.

17. The electronic readable medium of claim 15 wherein a set of tasks is selected so that all functions that are required

so when the FCP/CMP protocol according to the IEC 61883 standard is used as a transport layer can be performed

by the tasks.

18. The electronic readable medium of claim 15 lurther comprising, after queuing data into the respective queue,

scheduling to be started the task to be executed.

25

19. The electronic readable medium of claim 15 wherein decoding the packets and analyzing the information also

includes determining whether a service should be called, and if so, calling the service.

20. The electronic readable medium of claim 15 wherein the serial bus conforms to any of the IEEE 1394 standards.

30

21. The electronic readable medium of claim 15 wherein data to be placed in the queues is in the form ot a message

control block, each message control block contains data specifically used by one of the tasks or services.

22. The method of claim 12 wherein formatting a message control block to be placed in one of the queues comprises:

35
;

sending a command to request a free message control block from a kernel; I

when a free message control block is provided, filling message control block with data specific to the task or

service desired to be called; and

queuing the message control block into the task's or service's respective queue;

40

23. The method of claim 22 wherein starting the service or task comprises:

after queuing the message control block into the task's or service's respective queue, sending a return code

back to the queuing task;

45 inspecting the return code; and

if the return code indicates that the called task or service was not already started, calling a dispatcher to start

the task or service that is desired to be called.

so

ss
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